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CAPITAL BREWING CO 
Located in Fyshwick, ACT Capital Brewing Co is 100% independently employee owned, 
formed by a close group of mates who froth on delicious brews, surfing waves and 
good vibes. They believe in making great brews, looking after their people and the 
environment. They also believe that the most important piece of brewing equipment is 
the stereo.

$7.5SUMMIT SESSION XPA 
Dreamed up over thirsty treks high up in the mountains in search of our inner 
spirit animal. This xpa is brewed for sessionability in the wild. A little easier on 
the a.b.v but still packing plenty of punch with forward hop flavours of stone 
fruits & passionfruit to refresh & delight.  PALE ALE , 3.5% ABV  375ml   

$8SPRINGBOARD ORANGE WIT  
Perfect for those afternoons plunging into your favourite watering hole or 
pool. This summer ale is deliciously refreshing! Brewed with orange, manda-
rin,  honey and coriander seed. Pouring slightly cloudy and very golden.
PALE ALE , 5% ABV , 375ml 

$8.50TRAIL PALE ALE  
Inspired by their days hiking in the hills of the Capital region and getting a 
good dose of mother nature, Trail Pale Ale is fresh, juicy and sessionable. With 
a floral aroma, smooth hop bitterness and well balanced malt profile, it 
finishes with a bright golden cloudy appearance. Best enjoyed outdoors or in.
PALE ALE , 4.7% ABV , 375 ml

$9ROCK HOPPER IPA  
Big and juicy, this west coast IPA was brewed to celebrate the journey to 
Capital’s favourite remote places. The forward hop flavours are bursting with 
citrus and stone fruit (peach) flavour and aroma. It’s got a dry finish and subtle 
malt flavours. It’s as if you’re drinking a refreshing fruit punch.
IPA , 6.1% ABV , 375ml

$9EVIL EYE RED IPA   
A big & bold Red IPA named after an old tree stump tattooed with an evil eye, 
once located on Lake George just outside the Capital. With a forward hop 
profile, it’s full bodied, has fruity notes, packed with flavour and aroma and has 
a balanced dry finish.   RED IPA , 5.8%ABV , 375ml 

$7.5TILSES APPLE TRUCK CIDER  
Small batch Cider made from Apples grown in Hunter Valley Orchards. This 
local cider is refreshing with a balanced sweetness and slight tarness. 
CIDER , 5.2% ABV , 375ML 


